
“Differentiation is a powerful and timely reminder that a company can,  
and must, stand out in an increasingly overcrowded market.  

This book shows us how.” 
YEOH OON JIN 

Executive Chairman, PricewaterhouseCoopers Singapore 

“An engaging read for CEOs of fast-growing enterprises 
 looking to be the next big thing.” 

HO MENG KIT 
Chief Executive Officer, Singapore Business Federation 
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The age of disruption has arrived – fast and furious. Technological advances have 
revolutionised the global economy in ways not envisaged, engendering major established 
and traditional industries to wobble and slide. 
   “Is it too late to do anything?” According to Dr Wilson Chew, author and leading 
corporate strategist, the answer is an affirmative “No”. A market that is being fiercely 
tested by disruptions is also a world bathed with opportunities. What is pivotal for leaders 
of enterprises big and small to ask is: “What will the future global economy be driven by, 
where will it take place, and how do I get a piece of the action?” 
   In Differentiation: How to Win in a Disruptive Market, Dr Chew underlines the 
imperatives for companies to differentiate – in order to create value and win – through a 
series of compelling strategies, bold innovation and perceptive branding. Peppered with 
case studies and infused with Dr Chew’s insights gleaned from advising 250 fast-growing 
enterprises, this book aims to Inspire enterprise leaders and readers to believe that it is all 
possible to reap the fruits of differentiation in a disruptive market when you’re determined 
to do so. 
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“A gem on the enduring relevance of a strong corporate brand.” 
PROFESSOR TAN THIAM SOON 

President, Singapore Institute of Technology 

“Entrepreneurs are forewarned that it will be 
 their loss to ignore the writings in this book.” 

SIN BOON ANN 
Deputy Managing Director, Corporate and Finance Department, Drew & Napier 

“A very accessible and readable book on branding and beyond.” 
WILLIE CHENG 

Chairman, Singapore Institute of Directors 

“Differentiation is a current, informative distillation of 
key branding strategies that successful companies have applied.” 

CHEN HUIFEN 
Deputy News Editor, The Business Times 

“This book is particularly relevant to Singapore companies 
looking to take their brands beyond our shores.” 

LEE KIM SHIN 
Managing Partner, Allen & Gledhill LLP 

“Well researched and written in a simple but engaging style, 
this book – like no others – is a ‘must-read’ for all managers.” 

DR RON BRADFIELD 
Director, Strathclyde Business School, GCC 
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